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Abstract. Our contributions are applying distinguishing attack on Linearly Filtered NLFSR as a primitive or associated with filter generators.
We extend the attack on linear combinations of Linearly Filtered NLFSRs as well. Generally, these structures can be examined by the proposed
techniques and the criteria will be achieved to design secure primitive.
The attacks allow attacker to mount linear attack to distinguish the
output of the cipher and recover its internal state. Also, we investigate
security of the modified version of Grain stream cipher to present how
invulnerable is the scheme against distinguishing attacks.
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1

Introduction

The one-time pad is the only cipher that is unbreakable even for an adversary who has unlimited computational power. Instead of a truly random
sequence of bits, stream ciphers produce a pseudorandom sequence from
a relatively short random sequence (also called the seed). This, however,
has a profound impact on their security. Stream ciphers do not inherit the
unconditional security - their security is conditional and depends on how
difficult the adversary can recover the seed from an observed keystream.
The main advantage of stream ciphers is that they can be implemented very efficiently both in software and hardware making them very
popular in the telecommunication industry. They are extensively used
in the mobile communication providing the basic security tool to ensure

confidentiality and integrity of communication. Historically, first stream
ciphers were built using shift registers with a linear feedback. Linear feedback shift registers (LFSR) modify their internal state by using a linear
recursion. It turns out that LFSR with no nonlinear components are insecure and easy to break.
There are few distinct methods to design stream ciphers using LFSRs
and some non-linear components. The design methods have been analysed
thoroughly. Consequently, a collection of design criteria has been identified. The collection can be used by the designers to create new stream
ciphers whose security can be tested using the developed cryptographic
attacks. The most effective tests for stream cipher include the correlation and fast correlation attacks [22, 13, 25, 7] and the algebraic and fast
algebraic attacks [6, 8, 1, 16].
A natural evolution in the design of stream ciphers was the introduction of non-linear feedback shift registers (NLFSRs). NLFSRs can be
seen as a generalisation of LFSRs, where the modification of the internal
state is done using a nonlinear relation [15]. While the mathematics behind LFSRs is well understood, the theory of NLFSRs is in its infancy
stage. There are many basic problems related to NLFSRs still open. For
instance, we do not know how to determine the period, identify different
cycles, or find out the linear complexity of NLFSRs.
The lack of understanding of mathematics behind NLFSRs has led to
proliferation of stream cipher designs based on NLFSRs. The finalist of
the e-Stream project includes the Trivium [5] and Grain [17] ciphers that
are exploiting one or several NFSRs combined with LFSRs. The security
of a NLFSR filtered by a linear boolean function has been investigated
against algebraic and correlation attacks in [2, 11]. In particular, the authors of [2] show that a linearly filtered non-linear feedback shift register
(LF-NFSR) can be translated to a well-known filter generator including
a LFSR and a non-linear boolean function as the filter function. Figure 1
illustrates the main contribution of the work presented in [2].

Fig. 1. LF-NLFSR can be considered as non-linear filter generator

1.1

Our Contribution

The paper investigates the design principles and security level of steam
ciphers that are built from a LF-NLFSR. First, we introduce a taxonomy
for generation of sequences obtained from stream ciphers that are built
using a LF-NFSR. Next, we examine the security of these schemes against
distinguishing attacks. Then, we identify criteria that need to be satisfied
for a secure LF-NLFSRs. Finally, based on the proposed criteria, we show
how to improve the time and data complexity of algebraic attacks on LFNLFSR presented in [2].
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes of the LFNLFSR cipher and introduces the main idea behind our distinguishing
attack. Section 3 investigates security properties of the stream ciphers
whose LF-NLFSR are chosen at random. The security properties of LFNLFSRs associated with NFSRs are studied in Section 4. In section 5, we
study security of a stream cipher, which is based on linear combination
of LF-NLFSRs. We prove that this type of cipher may be vulnerable
to distinguishing attacks. In section 6, we suggest the design criteria to
design stream ciphers based on LF-NLFSRs. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2

Description of LF-NLFSR

Pseudo-random sequences generated by stream ciphers based on LFSRs
have been exhaustively studied and there is a good understanding of their
statistical and cryptographic properties. To make the sequences immune
against algebraic attacks, the (linear) sequence generated by a LFSR is
filtered by a non-linear boolean function. The stream ciphers based on
LFSRs and non-linear filters have attracted a lot of attention resulting
in a large number of publications. For instance, works [23, 3, 20] present
designs of stream ciphers using non-linear filters of linear sequences. Their
security is analysed in [14, 26, 24].
The duality between stream ciphers based on non-linear filters of
LFSR sequences and stream ciphers built from LF-NLFSRs is investigated in [2, 11]. The main idea is to replace a LFSR with non-linear filter
by an appropriate NLFSR whose output sequence is filtered by a simple
linear function. Thus, to determine the equivalent LF-NLFSR, one needs
to define an update function as non-linear feedback function that is necessary to construct the NLFSR. Formally, the LF-NLFSR can be considered

as one n−bit NLFSR and a linear function L defined as follows:
st [i] = st−1 [i + 1]
t

t−1

s [i] = f (s

0≤i<n−1
t−1

[0], s

t−1

[1], · · · , s

[n − 1]) i = n − 1

where st [i] is i-th bit of the internal state of the NLFSR at time t. The
output keystream is generated as follows:
z t = L(st−1 [0], st−1 [1], · · · , st−1 [n − 1])
In [2], this structure has been investigated in terms of algebraic and correlation attacks.
2.1

Attacks on LF-NLFSR

The LF-NLFSR can be vulnerable to distinguishing and state recovery
attacks. Also, the attacks can be more efficient if the linear filter function
has been chosen randomly. This section proposes a distinguishing attack
scenario against a stream ciphers built on LF-NLFSR. The attack exploits
linear relations between output bits and internal state of the NLFSR.
It approximates the non-linear feedback function by the nearest affine
function and thus establishes probabilistic linear relations. By using these
probabilistic linear relations, the adversary can also recover internal state
of the LF-NLFSR. The attack works even when the NLFSR uses a highly
non-linear feedback function. The difference between our proposed attack
and the attack from [2] is that the distinguishing attack only needs to
approximate a small number of bits of the non-linear functions. This
leads the adversary to find a distinguisher with high probability.
2.2

Distinguishing attack on LF-NLFSR

In this section, we show how to apply distinguishing attacks on stream
ciphers based on LF-NLFSR (see Figure 2). To make the presentation
clearer for the reader, we start from a simple example shown below.
Example 1: Given a 7−bit NLFSR that generates output sequences
by using the linear boolean function L(s1 , s3 , s4 , s7 ) = s1 ⊕ s3 ⊕ s4 ⊕
s7 , where si (i = 1, · · · , 7) is the i-th bit of the initial state of the
NLFSR. The feedback function is a balanced non-linear boolean function
f (s1 , s2 , s3 , s5 , s6 , s7 ) = s1 ⊕ s2 ⊕ s6 ⊕ (s3 · s5 · s7 ). The NLFSR provides
non-linear sequences with period T7 = 27 − 1 [10] (see Figure 2). The
output bits can be generated as follows:
Oi = si+1 ⊕ si+3 ⊕ si+4 ⊕ si+7

(1)

Fig. 2. a 7−bit LF-NLFSR as toy cipher

Now, the adversary can replace new generated bits in the internal state
by a linear combination of initial state and output bits. In our example,
we can rewrite si+7 (i ≥ 0) as follows:
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= s1 ⊕ s3 ⊕ s4 ⊕ O1
= s5 ⊕ s4 ⊕ s2 ⊕ O2
= s6 ⊕ s5 ⊕ s3 ⊕ O3
= s1 ⊕ s3 ⊕ s6 ⊕ O1 ⊕ O4
= s2 ⊕ s1 ⊕ s3 ⊕ O1 ⊕ O2 ⊕ O5
= s3 ⊕ O3 ⊕ s4 ⊕ s2 ⊕ O2 ⊕ O6
= s3 ⊕ O4 ⊕ s5 ⊕ O3 ⊕ s4 ⊕ O7
= O5 ⊕ s 6 ⊕ O4 ⊕ s 5 ⊕ s 4 ⊕ O8
= s3 ⊕ s4 ⊕ O6 ⊕ s1 ⊕ O1 ⊕ O5 ⊕ s6 ⊕ s5 ⊕ O9
= s3 ⊕ s5 ⊕ O7 ⊕ s2 ⊕ O2 ⊕ O6 ⊕ s1 ⊕ O1 ⊕ s6 ⊕ O10
= s6 ⊕ O8 ⊕ O3 ⊕ O7 ⊕ s2 ⊕ O2 ⊕ s1 ⊕ O1 ⊕ O11
= s4 ⊕ s1 ⊕ O1 ⊕ O9 ⊕ O4 ⊕ O8 ⊕ O3 ⊕ s2 ⊕ O2 ⊕ O12
= s2 ⊕ s3 ⊕ s5 ⊕ O2 ⊕ O3 ⊕ O4 ⊕ O5 ⊕ O9 ⊕ O10 ⊕ O13
= s3 ⊕ s4 ⊕ s6 ⊕ O3 ⊕ O4 ⊕ O5 ⊕ O6 ⊕ O10 ⊕ O11 ⊕ O14
= s1 ⊕ s3 ⊕ s5 ⊕ O1 ⊕ O4 ⊕ O5 ⊕ O6 ⊕ O7 ⊕ O11 ⊕ O12 ⊕ O15
(2)
In addition to Equations (2), each new generated internal state bit can
be approximated by a linear approximation of the feedback function of
NLFSR. Also, we have:
P r(f (s1 , s2 , s3 , s5 , s6 , s7 ) = s1 ⊕ s2 ⊕ s6 ) = 1 − 2−3 =

1 3
+
2 8

(3)

By applying linear approximations for the generated bits in the internal
state of NLFSR, the adversary can derive probabilistic linear relations,
which are likely to be biased. For instance, the adversary can find a biased
relation by xoring O2 , O3 and O15 as shown below


O2
O3


O15

= s5 ⊕ s4 ⊕ s1 ⊕ s6
= s6 ⊕ s5 ⊕ s3 ⊕ s2 ⊕ s1 ⊕ s4 ⊕ O1
= s2 ⊕ s3 ⊕ O2 ⊕ O3 ⊕ O4 ⊕ O7 ⊕ O8 ⊕ O10 ⊕ O11 ⊕ O12 ⊕ O13 .
(4)
We can rewrite the following probabilistic linear relation:
O1 ⊕ O4 ⊕ O7 ⊕ O8 ⊕ O10 ⊕ O11 ⊕ O12 ⊕ O13 ⊕ O15 = 0

(5)

We know that each relation of Equation 4 holds with the probability
1 − 2−3 . Therefore, we have:
P r(O1 ⊕ O4 ⊕ O7 ⊕ O8 ⊕ O10 ⊕ O11 ⊕ O12 ⊕ O13 ⊕ O15 = 0) =
1
3
1
+ (22 · ( )3 ) = + 2−2.245 .
2
8
2

(6)

Example 1 uses three linear approximations and establishes a linear distinguisher based on the output keystream bits. One would ask if there is
an upper bound on the number of linear approximations for the non-linear
function. Theorem 1 gives such an upper bound.
Theorem 1. Let LF-NLFSR N be an n-bit NLFSR with feedback function f and linear filter function L. If the best linear approximation of f
is ` such that
1
P r(f = `) = + f
2
Then, having n + 1 consecutive bits of the keystream outputs, there is at
least one biased linear function.
Proof. The proof can be derived from [12].



The smallest number of output bits required to find a biased linear
function (`p ) depends on the linear filter function ` and the feedback
function f . In general, if all n + 1 output bits are involved in `p (e.g. n + 1
linear approximations), then
P r(`p = 0) =

1
(n+1)
+ 2n · f
2

Note that Theorem 1 shows that the security of the cipher cannot be
−2·(n+1)
better than f
. For each relation, we need to use at least one linear
approximation with the probability PL = 1/2 + . Assume that with m
linear equation, the adversary could find a biased relation for the output
keystream bits with the probability P = 1/2+(2m−1 ·m ), then the attack
will be successful if
P < 2k/2 ,
where k is the secret key space of the cipher. In other words, the bias in
the relation will be 0 = 2m−1 · m and hence the attack will be faster than
the O(2k ) run-time of exhaustive search if (0 )−2 < 2k/2 .
There is a trend in the design of cryptographic components and systems, in which they are chosen at random. The main justification for this
is the belief that random choice can prevent the cryptographic system
against new yet unknown attacks. In the next section, we analyse the
stream cipher based on LF-NLFSR when both the linear filter function
and the non-linear feedback function are chosen at random.

3

Random LF-NLFSR

A random LF-NLFSR is a LF-NLFSR whose linear filter function and
feedback function have been generated randomly. More precisely, the nonlinear feedback function is chosen at random from all balanced non-linear
functions. The linear filter function is chosen randomly and uniformly
from the set of all linear functions (excluding the constants).
3.1

Cryptanalysis of Random LF-NLFSRs

To analyse the security of a random LF-NLFSR, we need the following
two theorems. The first theorem evaluates the probability that a set of
p randomly chosen q-tuples over a finite field F2 consists of linear independent tuples (over a F2 ). We take advantage of [19] that provides the
following statement.
Theorem 2. ([19]) Let Mq,q+p be a q × (q + p) random matrix, over the
finite field F2 where −q ≤ p ≤ 0. If ρ(M ) is rank of matrix M , then we
have,

P (ρ(Mq,q+p ) = q + p)) =

q+p−1
Y

(1 −

j=0

1
2q−j

),

− q ≤ p ≤ 0.

Proof. Proof can be found in [19].



In general, the probability that a random q ×(q +p) binary matrix Mq,q+p
is of the full rank q for p ≥ 0, for large q is:
P (ρ(Mq,q+p ) = q) =

∞
Y

(1 −

i=p+1

1
),
2i

p = 0, 1, · · · .

An interesting observation proved in [4] is that for a matrix defined as in
Theorem (2), on the average, one would need two extra columns only to
achieve the full rank. This result does not depend on q. For 7 or 8 extra
columns, the probability of achieving the full rank is very close to 1.
Theorem 3. Let matrix Mq,q+p ,−q ≤ p ≤ 0, is a random binary matrix that the matrix entries are chosen independently and uniformly, then
probability that the rank of matrix M equals lesser than q + p is:
q+p−1
Y

P (ρ(Mq,q+p ) < q+p) = 1−P (ρ(Mq,q+p ) = q+p)) = 1−

(1−

j=0

1
2q−j

), −q ≤ p ≤ 0.

Proof. The rank matrix M is up to min(q, p+q) = p+q. Therefore, probability that the rank of matrix M is lesser than q + p is 1 − P (ρ(Mq,q+p ) =
Q
q + p)). Based on Theorem (2), the probability will be 1 − q+p−1
j=0 (1 −
1
), where −q ≤ p ≤ 0.

2q−j
By using Theorems (2,3), one can find out the lower bound of security
in random LF-NLFSRs given below.
Theorem 4. The number of observed keystream bits (Nm ) to find at lease
one linear biased relation (distinguisher) using m linear approximations
should satisfy


Nm
π(n, m)−1 =
,
m
where π(n, m) is the probability of finding at least one linear dependency
for the corresponding matrix of a n-bit Random LF-NLSR.
Proof. By using Theorem 3, the probability of finding at least one linear
dependency for the corresponding matrix of a n-bit random LF-NLFSR
can be computed as
π(n, m) = 1 −

n−m−1
Y
j=0

(1 −

1
2n−j

),

where m is the number of the row. So, the number of m×n matrices which
should be checked to find at least one linear dependency with probability
1
near to one is π(n,m)
. The adversary needs to check all combinations of
m linear equations from the required keystream bits (Nm ), e.g.


Nm
−1
π(n, m) =
m

Theorem 4 shows for 64-bit random LF-NLFSR, the probability of
finding a linear biased relation by applying linear approximation for two
and four output bits is 2−64 and 2−61.19 , respectively. The required keystream
bits to apply the attack is 232.48 and 221.25 , respectively.
We may expect the matrices might look random even if the feedback/filter function is not chosen at random in many cases, so the attack
can apply even for schemes with non-random feedback/filter function.
Note that we consider balanced non-linear functions and our assumptions
do not limit us to a certain class of Boolean functions. If the adversary
finds a linear biased relation using m linear approximations, then he just
needs to approximate feedback function m times and the probability of
linear distinguisher can computed as follows:
P r(linear distinguisher) = 1/2 + 2m−1 · (m
f ).
Therefore, the data complexity of the attack to distinguish output of
).
LF-NLFSR from a truly random binary source will be around O(−2·m
f
As the result, to apply a distinguishing attack on a random LF-NLFSR
two main phases are needed; pre-processing and on-line phases. In the preprocessing phase, the adversary tries to find distinguisher (or distinguishers). Theorem 4 determines the probability of finding a valid distinguisher
and the required data complexity in the pre-processing phase. After finding the distinguisher, a distinguishing attack will be applied in the on-line
phase.

4

LF-NLFSR and LFSR

Another extension in producing non-linear sequence generated by LFNLFSR is combining the output of LF-NLFSR with a non-linearly filtered linear sequences. The Grain stream cipher [17, 18] uses this structure to produce keystream output bits. Some security analyses have been
published in [2, 21, 9]. Figure 3 shows the structure of the design, which
combines a LF-NLFSR with a filter generator.

Fig. 3. LF-NLFSR combining with a filter generator

4.1

Applying the attack on modified version of Grain [2].

In this case, we are dealing with the following equations:
M
M
M
xt =
zi ⊕
xj ⊕
yk ⊕ ht (y0 , · · · , ym )
i∈α

j∈β

k∈γ

where xi and yi are i−bit of the internal states of NLFSR and LFSR,
respectively and α, β, and γ are sets certifying, which combination of
output bits, NLFSR and LFSR states are effective to make new NLFSR
bit. ht (y0 , · · · , ym ) is the output of filter function h after t clocks. To apply
distinguishing attack, one first should approximate h function by one or
more linear boolean function and then find biased relation as mentioned
before. For every non-linear Boolean function, one may find one or more
affine functions, which are near to the function. Some of them are the
nearest linear Boolean functions. In general, the adversary needs to have
more linear relations to increase the probability of finding distinguisher.
Since in every output bit, exactly two non-linear functions (non-linear
feedback function and h function ) have been involved, if the adversary
can find a linear biased relation by xoring two output keystream bits,
then the number of approximations will be four; two approximations for
new generated bits and other two approximations are related h function.
Consequently, we can have:
P r(zx ⊕ zy = 0) =

1
−2
+ 23 · (−2
f · h ),
2

where f and h indicate the biases of linear approximation of non-linear
feedback function f and non-linear filter h, respectively.

5

Linear Combination of LF-NLFSRs

A different method to design non-linear sequences by using LF-NLFSRs
is a linear combination of two or more LF-NLFSRs. In fact, if the cipher
is a linear combination of several LF-NLFSRs then we call it LC-NLFSR
t are output sequences
in the rest of the paper. Assume that O1t , · · · , Om
of m distinct LF-NLFSR at time t. Then the output of the cipher (Ot )
can be produced as follows:
t
Ot = O1t ⊕ O2t ⊕ · · · ⊕ Om

LC-NLFSR structure is illustrated in Figure 4. Although, the attacks from
[2] cannot be applied to LC-NLFSR, we will show that a LC-NLFSR is
vulnerable to distinguishing attacks.

Fig. 4. Linear Combination of LF-NLFSRs (LC-NLFSR)

5.1

Distinguishing Attack on LC-NLFSRs

The previous section deals with security analysis of a single LF-NLFSR
and its resistance against the distinguishing attack. At ESC 2008, C.
Berbain presented the results of his work [2] and mentioned few open
problems. One of them was analysis of a linear combination of two LFNLFSR. In this section, we investigate security of linearly combined two
LF-NLFSRs (LC-NLFSRs). We present an analysis and criteria to design
LC-NLFSR schemes.
Example 2: Let N1 and N2 be two LF-NLFSRs (with non-linear
feedback function g1 and g2 and linear filter functions L1 and L2 ), which
have been linearly combined together to generate keystream bits (Ot at
time t ≥ 0). Let P1 and P2 be linear combinations of internal states of
N1 and N2 respectively (See Figure 5). We obviously know that:
P1t ⊕ P2t = Ot ,
where Pit is a linear filter of state shift register Ni at time t and i ∈ {1, 2}.

Fig. 5. LC-NLFSR of Example 2

Based on the method proposed in Section 2.1, we assume
L that thei
adversary has found two different biased linear relations λ = i∈{φ1 } P1
L
and µ = i∈{φ2 } P2i for each NLFSR N1 and N2 , where φ1 and φ2 represent all effective coefficients to build linear biased relations. Clearly, the
adversary cannot use the biased relations λ and µ to find a linear bias
of the output bits, because the sets φ1 and φ2 are not necessarily the

same. It means that we need to find linear biased relations derived from
two LF-NLFSRs in the same instance to exploit these relations to find
a linear biased relation based on output keystream bits. To do this, we
can consider linear biased relations λ and µ in the following polynomial
forms:
λ(x) = c0 + c1 x + c2 x2 + · · · + xl1
µ(x) = d0 + d1 x + d2 x2 + · · · + xl2
where ci , di ∈ F2 are coefficients polynomials λ(x) and µ(x) and the
polynomials degrees are l1 , l2 , respectively, where l1 > N1 , l2 > N2 .
To find a linear biased relation, which is valid for the output keystream
bits, we can multiply λ(x) and µ(x) . In this case, the number of involved
relations in multiplied polynomial will be higher than the relations involved in each polynomial λ(x) and µ(x). So, it is more efficient if we
could find the polynomial with lower possible relations.
A different approach is to finding the lowest degree polynomial Λ(x)
satisfying following conditions:
1. λ(x)|Λ(x)
2. µ(x)|Λ(x)
where f (x)|g(x) means g(x) divides f(x). Note that in addition to LFNLFSR and LC-NLFSR, the proposed distinguishing attack can be successfully applied to the case m LF-NLFSRs are linearly combined with n
filter generators. For m = 1, n = 1, the authors of [2] have investigated
the security of the cipher against algebraic and correlation attacks, but
the attacks are not applicable for the cases m > 1 and n > 1.

6

Linear Filtering Properties

The interesting question is whether there is any condition to design a
linear filter function in LF-NLFSR. To answer this question, the following
theorem can be helpful. First we need to define some concepts. Let g be
a monic polynomial over Fq . We call g a characteristic polynomial of σ
if the linear operator g(T ) annihilates σ, i.e. g(T )σ = 0, where 0 denotes
the zero sequence of V (the sequence all of whose terms are 0). For any
periodic sequence σ ∈ V ,
Jσ = g ∈ Fq [x] : g(T )σ = 0

is a non-zero ideal (called the T -annihilator of σ) in the principal ideal
domain Fq [x]. The uniquely determined monic polynomial mσ ∈ Fq [x]
with Jσ = (mσ ) = mσ Fq [x] is called the minimal polynomial of σ. Thus
the characteristic polynomials of σ are precisely the monic polynomials
in Fq [x] that are multiples of mσ . Note that the degree of mσ is called
the linear complexity L(σ) of σ. In [11], a method has been explained to
compute the minimal polynomial of a periodic sequence from a known
characteristic polynomial and a suitable number of initial terms of the
sequence.
Theorem 5. [11] Let A = (ai )∞
i=0 be a periodic binary sequence with
minimal polynomial pa ∈ F2 [x] and let Lα = α1 + α2 x + · · · + αn xn−1 be
a non-zero polynomial over F2 . Then, the sequence
∞
B = (bi )∞
i=0 = (α1 ai+n + α2 ai+n−1 + · · · + αn ai )i=0

is periodic and its minimal polynomial is given by pb =

pa
gcd(pa ,Lα )

Note: These investigations allow designers to draw new rules for designing stream ciphers based on LF-NLFSR. Let A = (ai )Ti=0 be non-linear
sequence generated by a NLFSR, with minimal polynomial pa ∈ F2 [x].
To design a linear filter Lα achieving maximum period of sequence A,
pa and Lα ) should be co-prime. When pa has been divided by Lα , the
output period will not achieve the period of NLFSR. From this point, the
importance of designing full period NLFSR has been indicated. Because
even if NLFSR generates several long period sequences, but the linearly
filtered output sequences may have shorter period. Either NLFSR does
not have a long full period or generates a long non-linear cycle, therefore
the best choice to design linear filter function is an irreducible polynomial.
Theorem 6 describes a criterion to design the linear filter function.
Theorem 6. [11] Let A be periodic binary sequence generated by a n−bit
NLFSR with period 2n−1 (all nonzero n-bit states). The output sequences
B have the same period and linear complexity if the canonical factorization of the filter polynomial contains only irreducible factors equal to x or
x − 1, or whose degrees do not divide n.
6.1

Some observations on Grain based LF-NLFSR [2]

The LF-NLFSR proposed in [2], has been taken the NLFSR from Grain
version 1.0 [17] and outputs keystream bits by applying a linear filter
function on internal state of the NLFSR.

The 80-bit NLFSR has the feedback function f given as follows:

st+80 =f (st , st+1 , · · · , st+79 )
=st+62 ⊕ st+60 ⊕ st+52 ⊕ st+45 ⊕ st+37 ⊕ st+33 ⊕ st+28 ⊕ st+21
⊕st+14 ⊕ st+9 ⊕ st ⊕ st+63 st+60 ⊕ st+37 st+33 ⊕ st+15 st+9
⊕st+60 st+52 st+45 ⊕ st+33 st+28 st+21 ⊕ st+63 st+45 st+28 st+9
⊕st+60 st+52 st+37 st+33 ⊕ st+63 st+60 st+21 st+15 ⊕ st+63 st+60 st+52 st+45 st+37
⊕st+33 st+28 st+21 st+15 st+9 ⊕ st+52 st+45 st+37 st+33 st+28 st+21
The keystream bits can be generated by the following linear function:
Ot = st+1 ⊕ st+2 ⊕ st+4 ⊕ st+10 ⊕ st+31 ⊕ st+43 ⊕ st+56 ⊕ st+63
If the linear filter function is not designed properly, then the proposed
attacks [2] can be applied more efficiently. As mentioned in [2], the size of
the blocks of equations of constant degree is determined by the difference
between the position of the highest tap index in the update function and
the position updated by the feedback function. It means that (80 − 63) =
17 bits of internal state can be written by linear combination of other
internal state bits. It decreases the number of independent variables from
80 bits to 63 bits. The algebraic technique, proposed in [2], keeps the
degree of the corresponding system fixed and applies an algebraic attack
to recover the internal state of the NLFSR.
s80 = O17 ⊕ s76 ⊕ s60 ⊕ s48 ⊕ s27 ⊕ s21 ⊕ s19 ⊕ s18
s81 = O19 ⊕ s78 ⊕ s62 ⊕ s50 ⊕ s29 ⊕ s23 ⊕ s21 ⊕ s20
s83 = O20 ⊕ s79 ⊕ s63 ⊕ s51 ⊕ s30 ⊕ s24 ⊕ s22 ⊕ s21

(7)

s84 = O21 ⊕ s80 ⊕ s64 ⊕ s52 ⊕ s31 ⊕ s25 ⊕ s23 ⊕ s22
The important point which has not been investigated in [2] is the critical
role of the linear filter function in the security of the cipher. Now, we
mention some observations about the effects of the linear filter function
on security of the LF-NLFSR.
Lemma 1. The number of the independent variables in System 7 is 63.
Proof. All new internal state bits (st+80 , t ≥ 0) generated by the update
function can be written by (s17 , · · · , s79 ) variables. In other words, the
number of the independent variables in System 7 is 80 − 17 = 63.


Lemma 1 shows the complexity of solving non-linear system will be
dramatically decreased.
Observation 1 : Linear System 7 has been generated by a specific polynomial called generating polynomial. It is proved that the linear system
inherits mathematical properties from the generating polynomial. If the
polynomial is not primitive, then the linear equations will be repeated
with period less than 280−17 − 1. Note that because of dependency of
new generated variables on the variables (s17 , · · · , s79 ) and output bits
(Ot , t ≥ 0), the new variables will not exactly repeated but the linear
combination of the independent variables are the same. Consequently,
linear complexity of combination of the output bits will be surprisingly
decreased. This property leads attacker to compute linear complexity of
the keystream bits.
Assume the period of repetition of linear relations of (s17 , · · · , s79 ) is
T , then Ot and Ot+T have the following relation:

Ot ⊕ Ot+T =

T
M

ατ Ot+τ

τ =0

where ατ ∈ F2 depends on the linear filter function. Now, we illustrate
the results with considering Example 3.
Example 3: In Example 1, the period of NLFSR state is T7 = 27 − 1,
but one can find the repetition of linear equations in the internal state in

a period less
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than T7 . For instance, we have:
= s1 ⊕ s3 ⊕ s4 ⊕ O1
= s5 ⊕ s4 ⊕ s2 ⊕ O2
= s6 ⊕ s5 ⊕ s3 ⊕ O3
= s1 ⊕ s3 ⊕ s6 ⊕ O1 ⊕ O4
= s2 ⊕ s1 ⊕ s3 ⊕ O1 ⊕ O2 ⊕ O5
= s3 ⊕ O3 ⊕ s4 ⊕ s2 ⊕ O2 ⊕ O6
= s3 ⊕ O4 ⊕ s5 ⊕ O3 ⊕ s4 ⊕ O7
···
= s1 ⊕ s3 ⊕ s4 ⊕ O1 ⊕ O7 ⊕ O9
⊕O10 ⊕ O11 ⊕ O13 ⊕ O14 ⊕ O16 ⊕ O18
⊕O21 ⊕ O22 ⊕ O23 ⊕ O24 ⊕ O28 ⊕ O29 ⊕ O32
= s5 ⊕ s4 ⊕ s2 ⊕ O2 ⊕ O8 ⊕ O10
⊕O11 ⊕ O12 ⊕ O14 ⊕ O15 ⊕ O17 ⊕ O19
⊕O22 ⊕ O23 ⊕ O24 ⊕ O25 ⊕ O29 ⊕ O30 ⊕ O33
= s6 ⊕ s5 ⊕ s3 ⊕ O3 ⊕ O9 ⊕ O11
⊕O12 ⊕ O13 ⊕ O15 ⊕ O16 ⊕ O18 ⊕ O20
⊕O23 ⊕ O24 ⊕ O25 ⊕ O26 ⊕ O30 ⊕ O31 ⊕ O34
= s1 ⊕ s3 ⊕ s6 ⊕ O1 ⊕ O4 ⊕ O10
⊕O12 ⊕ O13 ⊕ O14 ⊕ O16 ⊕ O17 ⊕ O19
⊕O21 ⊕ O24 ⊕ O25 ⊕ O26 ⊕ O27 ⊕ O31 ⊕ O32 ⊕ O35
= s2 ⊕ s1 ⊕ s3 ⊕ O1 ⊕ O2 ⊕ O5
⊕O11 ⊕ O13 ⊕ O14 ⊕ O15 ⊕ O17 ⊕ O18 ⊕ O20
⊕O22 ⊕ O25 ⊕ O26 ⊕ O27 ⊕ O28 ⊕ O32 ⊕ O33 ⊕ O36
= s3 ⊕ O3 ⊕ s4 ⊕ s2 ⊕ O2 ⊕ O6
⊕O12 ⊕ O14 ⊕ O15 ⊕ O16 ⊕ O18 ⊕ O19 ⊕ O21
⊕O23 ⊕ O26 ⊕ O27 ⊕ O28 ⊕ O29 ⊕ O33 ⊕ O34 ⊕ O37
= s3 ⊕ O4 ⊕ s5 ⊕ O3 ⊕ s4 ⊕ O7
⊕O13 ⊕ O15 ⊕ O16 ⊕ O17 ⊕ O19 ⊕ O20 ⊕ O22
⊕O24 ⊕ O27 ⊕ O28 ⊕ O29 ⊕ O30 ⊕ O34 ⊕ O35 ⊕ O38

(8)

Relation 8 shows that the internal state of the NLFSR after just 31 clocks
can be derived from previous states by adding a certain linear combinations of the output bits. More particularly, Relation 9 presents the relation
between s38 and s7 .

s38 =s7 ⊕ O7 ⊕ O9 ⊕ O10 ⊕ O11 ⊕ O13 ⊕ O14 ⊕ O16

(9)

⊕ O18 ⊕ O21 ⊕ O22 ⊕ O23 ⊕ O24 ⊕ O28 ⊕ O29 ⊕ O32
In the case of Grain based LF-NLFSR, the polynomial derived by linear
filter function is not irreducible and it can be divided to the following
irreducible polynomial:
x80 + x76 + x60 + x48 + x27 + x21 + x19 + x18 =(x + 1)(x3 + x + 1)(x18 )
(x7 + x5 + x4 + x3 + 1)+
(x14 + x13 + x11 + x10 +
x8 + x6 + x5 + x + 1)+
(x37 + x35 + x34 + x32 +
x30 + x25 + x24 + x23 +
x21 + x17 + x16 + x10 +
x6 + x5 + x3 + x2 + 1)
Table 1 gives a comparison between the results presented in [2] and
our new results on LF-NLFSR Grain Stream Cipher.
Table 1. Comparison between the results presented in [2] and our new results on
LF-NLFSR Grain Stream Cipher

[2]
Our Results

7

Data Complexity Time Complexity The number of effective
variables
221
249
80
219.28
244.98
80-17=63

Conclusions

This work investigates security of stream ciphers based on LF-NLFSR.
We firstly categorise key generations based on LF-NLFSR. We examine the security of LF-NLFSR, random LF-NLFSR and combination of
LF-NLFSR and filter generators against distinguishing attack. Also, the
security of the scheme being based on linear combination of LF-NLFSRs

is analysed. In addition, based on the proposed criteria, we presented
an improvement on time and data complexity of algebraic attack on the
Grain-like LF-NLFSR presented in [2].
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